ABSTRACT:
Introduction: Despite the care need expressed by older adults, sexuality is a human dimension that is hardly addressed by Health Sciences.
Objective: To describe the meaning of older adults' sexuality based on the influence exerted by the world and the body.
Method: A phenomenological study guided by the concepts of Merleau Ponty's Phenomenology of Perception, conducted in a city from central Mexico with groups of older adults. Intentional sampling with the following selection criteria: older adults with preserved verbal communication ability, with no cognitive decline (≥24 points in the Mini-Mental State Examination), and with legal decision capacity; the participants were 16 older adults, considering the data saturation criterion. Virtual phenomenological interviews were conducted, analyzed according to Giorgi's phenomenological method. The ethical and qualitative rigor criteria were respected.
Results: Three topics emerged from the units of meaning identified, namely: 1) The world as experienced by older adults; 2) Possibilities of the current body; and 3) Stereotypes and preconceptions about older adults' sexuality.
Conclusions: Older adults' sexuality is influenced by the context where they interact and by the experiences underwent in this aspect throughout their lives. Diseases and physical limitations affect aged people's sexuality and hinder its expression; in this same sense, the stereotypes and preconceptions about sexuality existing in society and in the family condition sexual expression and force older adults themselves to repress their sexuality.
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RESUMEN:
Introducción: La sexualidad es una dimensión humana poco atendida por las ciencias de la salud pese a la necesidad de cuidado expresada por los adultos mayores.
Objetivo: Describir el significado de la sexualidad del adulto mayor desde la influencia del mundo y el cuerpo.

Método: Estudio fenomenológico guiado por los conceptos de la Fenomenología de la percepción de Merleau Ponty, realizado en una ciudad del centro de México en grupos de adultos mayores. Muestreo intencional con criterios de selección: adulto mayor con capacidad de comunicación verbal conservada, sin deterioro cognitivo (≥24 puntos en Mini Examen del Estado Mental) y con capacidad de decisión jurídica, participaron 16 adultos mayores, considerando criterio de saturación de información. Se realizaron entrevistas fenomenológicas virtuales analizadas con el método fenomenológico de Giorgi. Se respetaron los criterios éticos y de rigor cualitativo.

Resultados: A partir de las unidades de significado identificadas surgieron tres temas: 1) Mundo vivido del adulto mayor; 2) Posibilidades del cuerpo actual; 3) Estereotipos y prejuicios sobre la sexualidad del adulto mayor.

Conclusiones: La sexualidad del adulto mayor está influida por el contexto donde se desenvuelve y por las experiencias vividas al respecto a lo largo de toda su vida. Las enfermedades y limitaciones físicas afectan la sexualidad del adulto mayor y dificultan su expresión, en este mismo sentido. Los estereotipos y prejuicios que existen sobre la sexualidad en la sociedad y en la familia condicionan la expresión sexual y obliga a la represión de la sexualidad por el mismo adulto mayor.

Palabras clave: Adulto Mayor; Sexualidad; Enfermería Geriátrica; Salud del Anciano; Fenomenología.

INTRODUCTION

Sexuality is one of the human dimensions that are least explored and addressed by Health Sciences in old age, despite the diverse evidence of care needs expressed by older adults themselves\(^1,2\). Sexuality in old age is conceived as the energy that drives people to seek love, human contact, tenderness and intimacy; it is expressed through feelings, movements and tactile sensations\(^3\). In the group of older adults, sexuality is influenced by upbringing, culture, couple relationships, negative stereotypes and body sensations experienced throughout the years\(^4,5\).

Nowadays, society conceives old age as a life stage where the body is diminished in all its abilities\(^6\); stereotypes such as inability and disease are constantly attributed to the aged population, thus assuming its impossibility of experiencing sexuality. The physical changes inherent to the aging process, the presence of diseases or even medication use do not mean that older adults' sexuality has come to an end; however, these situations do require adaptations to the new possibilities of an aged body and constant Nursing care\(^7\).

Among other influencing factors we can mention those related to the social environment and to the culture where these people interact; ideas such as asexuality in old age, the criticism to looking for a partner in this life stage and ageism considerably condition the experience and expression of sexuality in older adults\(^8\), who tend to repress their emotions, feelings and desires when facing the social and family judgments they are subjected to.

Older adults' sexuality is not only invisible for society; health services set aside the topic when focusing the attention on people's disease processes. In the case of Nursing, the assistance provided is seldom focused on solving needs of this nature, although care is an interpersonal practice and should be targeted at promoting people's health and growth\(^9\) and not only at disease or dependence processes.

Nurses acknowledge that it is necessary to take care of sexuality in this age group; however, they mention not feeling confident enough or having the necessary training to address this topic during the care process; therefore, the Nursing assistance
provided for older adults' sexuality continues to be insufficient, sometimes nonexistent\cite{10,11}.

For this reason, it is necessary to deepen on the topic from a comprehensive perspective that includes the beliefs, attitudes, values and behaviors that distinguish older adults from other age groups\cite{12}; in other words, older adults' sexuality has to be addressed based on the way each person relates to their body and this, in turn, to the world. To this end, the Phenomenology of Perception is resorted to, a work whose premise is centered on the body as the perception instrument through which we can know ourselves, the others and the world\cite{13}.

The objective is to describe the meaning of older adults' sexuality based on the influence exerted by the world and the body.

**METHOD**

**Study design**

A phenomenological and qualitative study guided by the concepts of Maurice Merleau-Ponty's Phenomenology of Perception\cite{13}, conceiving older adults' bodies and the world in which they interact as influences in signifying their sexuality. The Consolidated Criteria for Reporting Qualitative Research (COREQ)\cite{14} were resorted to in order to prepare this article.

**Population**

The participants were older adults attending a public institution devoted to caring for aged individuals. Access to the participants was through an invitation made by the personnel working in that institution. The older adults that showed interest in participating were contacted by the researchers in order to provide information about the research and the procedures to be followed in case of accepting to take part in the study. The aged individuals selected were those that agreed to participate after the first contact; two older adults decided not to take part in the study, arguing lack of time.

**Locus**

The current study took place in a Gerontology center located in Aguascalientes, Mexico; a public institution devoted to the care of older adults where recreational and sports activities are offered, in addition to health and legal counseling services. The older adults are not institutionalized in such center, as they only attend the activities they select on their own. During the COVID-19 pandemic, the services were offered online via the Zoom® platform. The period to approach the locus and conduct the data collection procedures was from February 2020 to October 2021.

**Selection criteria**

The inclusion criteria were as follows: older adults with preserved verbal communication ability, with legal decision capacity as per the Civil Code in force in the state of Aguascalientes, and with no data of cognitive decline determined by scores.
≥24 points as assessed with the Mini-Mental State Examination\(^{15}\), which evaluates the memory, calculation, orientation, coordination and spatial orientation dimensions.

**Definition of the sample**

Intentional sampling by selection criteria was used\(^{16}\); the researchers went to a *locus* where the participants were easily available and where the invitation to participate was open to all older adults enrolled in the institution. Selection of the participants was constant until reaching data saturation according to Mayan's saturation criterion\(^{17}\), where researchers have to continue investigating until considering that they can say something important and novel about the phenomenon of interest.

The universe included approximately 120 older adults that were users of the Gerontology center services; the final sample was comprised by 16 aged individuals and no other subjects were invited once saturation was reached. The participants were 9 women and 7 men. Most of the participants were married and lived with their partner. The participants' aged varied from 62 to 92 years old; the most common answer about the older adults' schooling level was High School; all the participants stated being Catholics; and arterial hypertension was the most common disease among those with some ailment. No participant presented cognitive decline according to the assessment made.

**Data collection**

The data were collected by means of phenomenological interviews\(^{18}\) that were conducted via video calls, a modality that has proved to present no differences in the results when compared to the in-person modality\(^{19}\). The following guiding questions were used: What is sexuality for you? How do you live your sexuality now, as an older adult? The interviews were conducted by the main researcher, who was duly trained by a researcher specialized in Phenomenology. They were single and individual, with the sole presence of the participant and the researcher/interviewer. The interviews were audio-recorded with the older adults' consent and lasted a mean of 71 minutes.

**Data analysis**

The analysis process was performed based on Giorgi's phenomenological method\(^{20}\), which includes five stages: 1. Reading the full description; 2. Distinguishing the units of meaning; 3. Transforming the units of meaning into central topics; 4. Writing an essential structure of the experience; and 5. Clarifying and interpreting the data. The data analysis was performed by the researcher in charge and supervised by the rest of the authors, defining units of meaning and, subsequently, topic based on such units; the entire process was conducted with the researchers' consensus. Analysis matrices in Microsoft Word® were used to transcribe and analyze the interviews.

**Ethical aspects**

The research has been approved by the Bioethical Institutional Committee of the University of Guanajuato (Comité Institucional de Bioética de la Universidad de Guanajuato, CIBIUG), under Registration Code CIBIUG-P77-2020. The participants were handed in and voluntarily signed the informed consent form before initiating the research; subsequently, they were assigned pseudonyms to safeguard their identify
and privacy. The following criteria were adopted: credibility rigor; value of the truth; transferability; consistency; confirmability; and relevance (21).

RESULTS

Three topics emerged from the analysis of the interviews:

The world as experienced by older adults

A series of factors exert an influence on older adults' way to express their sexuality; these factors range from upbringing, early sexual experiences, lack of knowledge, the social opinion about the topic and negative experiences in that sense to the aging process undergone by the participants. These elements condition the experience underwent by the older adults regarding sexuality, as they exert a strong influence on the attitudes and behaviors adopted.

The early influences experienced by a person around their sexuality mark their actions in a singular way; this issue has been observed in the interviews with the older adults: reports about a family nucleus where sexual topics were repressed or where they were even punished for addressing them are not uncommon; older adults had to learn and describe their sexuality on their own, sometimes from friends or pornographic materials and others with more experienced partners. These facts have generated unpleasant memories around their sexuality in older adults, which has exerted an influence on the meaning they now attribute to it. The participants mention that, along with their children, they have sought for this topic to be more open and, with that, seek to normalize the approaches to sexuality in the family nucleus.

Life itself gradually taught me, because no, zero contact with my parents, life, friends, my friends taught me (Othello).

Well, it was a taboo topic in the family at the beginning, they always taught us that you have to have only one partner (Macbeth).

Possibilities of the current body

Sexuality in old age is also signaled by the presence of chronic diseases and the sequelae they leave on the body, which limit satisfactory sexual expressions; likewise, the medications used to treat these ailments usually have side effects that affect older adults' sexuality. Unfortunately, people experience these impacts with no guidance provided to them, as if experiencing limiting factors and supposing that they are due to their health conditions.

As a response to these situations or to the normal changes in the body inherent to old age, it is common for some aged men to adopt measures such as medication use to improve their sexual performance. When prescribed by a physician, the information provided in this sense is usually scarce and insufficient to optimize the desired effect and, in even more worrisome cases, older adults use them with no medical indication, unsupervised and with no supporting information; in both cases, it is a delicate practice that is potentially harmful for aged people's health.
I started to feel weaker and, little by little, I already wanted a pill for each contact (...)

They didn't explain much to me, only what everybody knows (Othello).

These last times, about a year ago, I've used the pills (Richard).

This absence of sex education is even more visible in testimonies that mention the urgent need to receive guidance on sexuality, as situations are evidenced that require guidelines from a health professional specialized on the topic, especially when the age-related needs are difficult to meet due to lack of knowledge. Older adults acknowledge that this information should come from reliable and serious sources that understand the situation experienced around sexuality and that can instruct on the best way to undergo it; likewise, they indicate Internet use as a source of sex information, evidencing the intention to find answers to their concerns.

He wasn't well-informed either, none of us were, we didn't investigate or read because it used to be a taboo (Ophelia).

They didn't explain much to me in the insurance company either, they gave me the pills and that was it (Othello).

**Stereotypes and preconceptions about older adults' sexuality**

Another factor that exerts an influence on sexuality in old age is each person's stance on the topic; the older adults that took part in this study mention their intention to undergo the experience around sexuality with the current body abilities and mutual understanding with their partner. However, this desire can be moved to the background by personal denial of sex experiences, as the testimonies show that feeling old, marital loneliness and the sexual repression which accompanied it are major obstacles for older adults to fully and freely experience their sexuality.

You still have your life to live, undergo that experience and move on, not like when you were young, but you still have that experience to live (Hamlet).

I believe that it was due to the life experiences, infidelities, due to the education that we were born to have only one partner, we grew up with those teachings, you got married once, it didn't work out and then your world ended (Macbeth).

I don't know, I refuse to feel, better instead, I don't want to feel anything, I don't want, I can't (Gertrudis).

Older adults' sexuality is signaled by the current and past family morale; the opinions of the closest family members exert an influence on the meaning older adults attribute to their sexuality; likewise, upbringing during childhood and adolescence forged the conception of sexuality and the way of experiencing it, which remains present in old age. Religious doctrine is an element that is equally present, as sexual expressions are associated as a sin, which even causes sexual repression in older adults.

Well, I believe that it was a taboo topic in the family at the beginning (Macbeth).
It caused a little bit of a conflict in me because they used to tell me that it was a sin (...). Feeling the need to have sexual relations doesn't seem like a sin to me, I don't see it as for me to say: “Shame on me”, no, I'm a human being (Miranda).

Many of the sexual repression thoughts are also supported by society's opinions regarding older adults' sexuality. Despite greater openness about the topic in all scopes, there are still social preconceptions to talk about it; older adults are still seen as asexual beings that, if they dare to address the topic or to openly live their sexuality, are labeled as morbid, immoral or deviated. These preconceptions generate fears to address the topic, as the idea of being objects of mockery is present.

There’s certain taboo, most people deprive themselves of this, they spare this type of conversations, “machismo” comes in first in many of us (Horatio).

What I’ve more or less seen is that they often say: “that old dude doesn't even get a boner any more, I don't think he can” (Titus).

No, it used to be a taboo, a topic not talked about (Cordelia).

Older adults like sexual relations but acknowledge that their physical condition hinders their practice; however, the physical issue is merely another one of the factors affecting sexuality in old age, as we should add the fact that the physical and emotional sexual expressions are even intentionally repressed by older adults due to negative previous experiences, both sexual and couple-related. It is these previous experiences that can cause rejection to having a partner and make a person prefer loneliness, as well as to avoid any type of sexual expression.

Sexuality is just for having children or to satisfy a man (Macbeth).

And that's why I decided to stay more peaceful, calm and it's not that I don't like it, I can assure you that I love it, although I'm old, but I prefer to be alone (Hermia).

What he used to do with me was rape, because I didn't want to and he forced me to do it (Cordelia).

**DISCUSSION**

Older adults perceive sexuality as an important physiological need that continues to be experienced during old age and whose satisfaction is sought and valued both by men and by women, who state that this satisfaction turns out to be nice, pleasant and relaxing for their life in the present. Expressing the importance and need of experiencing sexuality is an element constantly described by researchers on the topic\(^7\), where it is stated that sexuality is seen as something positive that they want to continue experiencing in this life stage\(^4\).

The Phenomenology of Perception alludes to the human body as asexual and that, as part of its very nature, recognizes various affective states such as pleasure and pain\(^13\). Therefore, sexuality is influenced and experienced through perceptions, as sexual possibilities find support on the body experienced, understanding this body as the one in the here and now and distinguishing it from the other body dimensions:
organic body (product of the ancestors); and current body (the one containing the life story marks).

Among the factors that exert an influence on the experience of older adults' sexuality, those inherent to the world experienced have been identified, where the events underwent since childhood and young age exert important impacts on the meaning attributed in the present. Repressive upbringing stands out in this sense, as well as the family/social morale and the radical stances of various religious doctrines, factors that are responsible for older adults' lack of knowledge and disinterest regarding sex education.

There is evidence about the knowledge deficit in terms of sexual topics among people aged at least 60 years old, a situation that endangers these people's health and infringes their rights. The social world in which older adults grew up instilled in their bodies the idea of sexuality as something immoral that should be concealed and repressed at all costs; however, relegating the body to the socially imposed would be a synonym to impoverishment, as what really represents corporality is the Self that has it, the body experienced that accounts for the past and is responsible for the perception of the present.

In their eagerness for educating themselves on the topic, older adults resort to communication means and to the Internet; however, despite the usefulness and benefits of digital information, there is a risk of reaching websites where information is biased, incorrect and hardly in line with the precise recommendations for this age group, hence the need for Nursing professionals to address the topic and provide due care. Adults recognize the lack of access to sex education and indicate that Internet is of great help when doubts or questions about sexuality arise; however, they state preferring to receive guidance on the topic from health professionals such as physicians and nurses. The information experienced is understood in the sense of the needs and generalizations underlying in the social sphere as a shared way of living that generates connections, even if it may be incorrect.

In addition to the influences exerted by the world, older adults' sexuality is conditioned by factors of a physical and psychological nature. Physical difficulties and the physiological changes derived from age can condition older adults' attitudes and behaviors. The physical and psychological possibilities are contained the Self's corporality and the aged body is experienced with various behavior possibilities. These behaviors will be determined by the experiences and the way in which they were perceived and, based on that, they condition the way they will be expressed by the current body. Older adults attribute meaning to their sexuality from the bodily perceptions about the world and themselves, and it is based on these perceptions that they live, experience and express their sexuality.

Aged people perceive their body as with diminished physical possibilities, arguing the following: presence of diseases, physical limitations and permanent medication use. The testimonies indicate that these events have significantly modified their sexual expressions, which had to be adjusted to their new physical possibilities, whether due to difficulty or impossibility to indulge in genital sexual relations. The body changes related to erection, vaginal lubrication, penetration and ejaculation have been widely documented and are recognized as physical and psychological elements that
influence the expression of sexuality since, in addition to requiring adjustments in genital sexual relations, they exert a strong impact on older adults’ self-esteem.

In this same sense, subtle sexual expressions are affected to a lesser extent by physical issues; however, the psychological impact caused by physical deterioration on older adults modifies everyday behaviors and even causes distancing from the partner. Older adults continue finding sexual satisfaction in subtle expressions such as kisses, caresses, hugs and words, placing love as a central element and relegating penetration as dispensable. Although the body possibilities are reduced over time, this should be no impediment for the expression of older adults’ sexuality, as it is closely linked to any thinking and active being, as well as each person's intersubjectivity and history, so that the sexual should never be limited to the genital.

Another of the influencing factors related to the older adults' world is the social opinion about sexuality in old age along with the negative experiences they have undergone; in this sense, the stereotypes and preconceptions existing in the social collective towards aged people's sexual expressions regain strength. These elements make older adults feel ashamed of their sexual needs and prefer to repress all aspects related to sexuality. The social and family preconceptions and stereotypes towards older adults' sexuality and their aging process represent a difficulty that precludes their free and full sexual expressions. People learn to live with these social preconceptions, labels and taboos by lowering their quality of life, as they must conceal their needs and feelings for the fear of negative criticism. This is why the impact exerted by the world in again considered, in the sense of projecting diverse shared knowledge that can even generate normalizations around the image of old age. Over time, it would be expected that this stereotyped image of asexual older adults would disappear or change; however, the reality indicates that it is found in a large part of society to the present day. All efforts to modify this perception should be based on showing the importance of experiencing sexuality in old age through education and sensitization targeted at normalizing the approach to this topic, favoring adequate and healthy sexual practices in older adults.

The sexuality experiences underwent by older adults are determined by their corporality and by their relationship with the world and with others, so that it not only presents itself as a body possibility that is adjusted to bodily and social changes but as an intentionality of the Self, “with sexuality which, however, has long been seen as a bodily function, we now face an intentionality, not peripheral automatism...” p. 174 (free translation).

The results of the current study represent solid grounds to provide Nursing care for older adults' sexuality, to explore the meaning attributed by this age group to the experiences undergone around their sexuality enabling identifying opportunity areas and care needs by Nursing professionals, such as absence of sex education, the desire to normalize sexuality in old age and emotional support, which are aspects inherent to the profession that should be met. Knowing about the influences exerted by the world and the older adults' experienced body provides nurses with tools to develop care interventions that address all of a person's dimensions and, thus, achieve truly holistic care.

As study limitations we can mention the possibility that the data collection modality with digital tools may have excluded older adults that are not familiar with the
technologies or that cannot access to them. In this same sense, the sample was limited to participants from a single public institution devoted to caring for older adults; therefore, it is considered convenient to explore the topic in other institutional environments and even in community ones, in order to know the phenomenon of sexuality in old age more in depth.

According to what has been presented, there is a clear need for sensitization towards older adults' sexual health needs, which should be initiated with education on the topic in order to promote its open approach; in addition, Nursing professionals need to address this theme while providing care to older adults. Education should not only be focused on people aged at least 60 years old but be started since the approaches with the family and society in general; it is only in this way that it will be possible to fight against the preconceptions and stereotypes about sexuality derived from age\(^{(29)}\). Nursing professionals need to carry out sex education and sensitization strategies targeted at normalizing older adults' sexuality, in order to promote adequate and healthy sexual practices in this life stage\(^{(5)}\).

**CONCLUSION**

The meaning of sexuality from the influence exerted by older adults' body and the world is constructed based on the world experienced as per the events underwent during other life stages, as well as on the current body possibilities, which condition the perception and expression of sexuality. Older adults recognize the negative influences of their own body in experiencing sexuality and seek strategies to counteract them; however, the influences exerted by the world (such as the stereotypes and preconceptions about sexuality) represent an important challenge, not only for older adults but for health professionals and society in general.

Older adults' sexuality is influenced by the context where they interact and by the experiences underwent in this aspect. Diseases and physical limitations affect older adults' sexuality and hinder its expression; in this same sense, the stereotypes and preconceptions about sexuality existing in society and in the family condition sexual expression and force older adults themselves to repress their sexuality.
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